Abstract

A dynamic data dissemination network is a content delivery network (CDN) implemented with a hierarchical network of data aggregators (repositories) for disseminating dynamic data like stock quotes, number of votes polled for a political party in an election in different regions and environmental parameters. Continuous aggregate query is a query with aggregation operations and is repeatedly requested by the user. Executing continuous aggregate queries in dynamic data dissemination networks/CDNs is the essence of our work. There are two major tasks of data dissemination networks. First one is effectively providing data to clients from sources through the network of data aggregators by assigning optimal data aggregators to clients. The second one is propagating the updates of dynamic data to clients. There are different algorithms like enhanced greedy algorithm with withdrawals and primal dual parallel algorithm for accomplishing the first task. The second task can be performed using policies like push, pull, push-or-pull, and push-and-pull. The existing algorithms for dissemination of data and policies for distributing the updates of data are explored in this paper. Then a policy for consistently propagating the updates of dynamic data and an algorithm for optimally assigning data aggregators to clients for disseminating data in CDNs are extracted.
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